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OCR GCSE Maths Practice Papers and Solutions James Currey Publishers
Written to support and enhance assessment alongside the pupil texts, these resources offer a
range of material for the OCR specification. They provide test questions for each chapter
together with detailed mark schemes to make assessment easy. Two versions of each
question are provided, one allows pupils to write their answers in the spaces provided and the
other requires pupils to have separate writing paper. Questions can be grouped according to
needs. Master grids are provided to cut and paste tests together in a consistent format to use
the resource in any order. Chapter tests can be grouped to form a module test after chapters.
End-of-chapter examinations can also be produced in this way. A free non-calculator
supplement organised by unit/chapter is also included in this resource.
GCSE Mathematics June 2021 Potential Exam Papers Heinemann
Exam Board: OCR Level: AS/A-level Subject: Economics First Teaching: September 2015 First
Exam: Summer 2016 Ensure your students get to grips with the core practicals and develop the skills
needed to succeed with an in-depth assessment-driven approach that builds and reinforces
understanding; clear summaries of practical work with sample questions and answers help to improve
exam technique in order to achieve higher grades. Written by experienced teacher Martin Rowland,
this Student Guide for practical Biology: - Help students easily identify what they need to know with a
concise summary of required practical work examined in the A-level specifications. - Consolidate
understanding of practical work, methodology, mathematical and other skills out of the laboratory
with exam tips and knowledge check questions, with answers in the back of the book. - Provide
plenty of opportunities for students to improve exam technique with sample answers, examiners tips
and exam-style questions. - Offer support beyond the Student books with coverage of methodologies
and generic practical skills not focused on in the textbooks.
GCSE Mathematics Foundation Level Potential Exam Papers Cambridge University Press
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015 GCSE Mathematics
qualifications. Endorsed for the OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics Higher tier specification for first

teaching from 2015, this Student Book provides full coverage of the new GCSE Mathematics
qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-solving skills, reasoning and fluency, it helps
students understand concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and communicate
mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also includes a solid breadth and depth of quality
questions set in a variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital resource
incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books
and a free Teacher's Resource.
My Revision Notes: OCR GCSE Specification A Maths Higher ePub Cambridge University
Press
Fully endorsed by OCR and revised to match the 2005 specification, this series has been
carefully revised by experienced teachers and provides easy to use texts. Cambridge
Advanced Mathematics for OCR encourages achievement by supporting revision and
consolidation through review exercises and mock exam papers written by experienced
examiners. The books also explore ideas through practical and computer activities.
GCSE Mathematics June 2019 Potential Exam Papers Nelson Thornes
This book contains 6 exam papers and it is aimed at GCSE Mathematics
examination for foundation level. These papers are written according to the
new syllabus. Each section contains 3 exam papers labelled paper 1, paper 2
& paper 3 similar to the actual exam.
Key Maths GCSE CreateSpace
There are 15 GCSE Mathematics higher papers and answers in this book. These
are 5 sets of papers 1, 2 & 3 written as practice papers for GCSE
Mathematics Higher Examination in May / June 2021. Papers are mainly
focusing on Edexcel, AQA & OCR GCSE examinations as well as other similar
examination boards.
Pure Mathematics 1 (International) Cambridge University Press
This brand new Advanced Level course has been written specifically to match
to the OCR(A) A Level specification and provides individual, board-specific
textbooks for each module.

Core 1 and 2 for OCR Nelson Thornes
Written by experienced examiners, OCR GCSE Mathematics A
Foundation Revision Guide will help you prepare for your exams,
ensuring you have every chance for success.
OCR A-level Biology Student Guide: Practical Biology Nelson Thornes
This book contains 8 exam papers and it is aimed at June 2020 GCE AS Level
Mathematics examinations and year 12 mock exams. These papers are written
according to the syllabuses by the exam boards Edexcel, AQA, OCR MEI & OCR.
Each section contains 2 exam papers labelled paper 1 & paper 2 similar to
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the actual exam. First paper is Pure Mathematics & the second paper is
Statistics & Mechanics.
AS Level Mathematics June 2020 Potential Papers Coordination Group
Publication
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the 2015
GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the OCR J560 GCSE Mathematics
Higher tier specification for first teaching from 2015, this Problem-
solving Book contains a variety of questions for students to develop their
problem-solving and reasoning skills within the context of the new GCSE
curriculum. Suitable for all Higher tier students, this resource will
stretch the more able and provide support to those who need it. Questions
with worked solutions will help students develop the reasoning,
interpreting, estimating and communication skills required to help them
effectively solve problems. Encouraging progression by promoting higher-
level thinking, our Problem-solving Books will help prepare students for
further study.

Statistics 3 and 4 for OCR Cambridge University Press
This book supports students preparing for the OCR GCSE exam. The
practice papers in the book are carefully modelled after past papers
and specifications of exam board to ensure that the papers as a whole
provide a rich and varied practice to meet all requirements of GCSE
mathematics with an appropriate difficulty. Papers are designed to
teach students the most easily applicable, reusable and fastest
solutions to typical problems, and utilise problems which target areas
of maths which students typically forget under the pressure of an
exam. Solutions provided have been reviewed by many students to ensure
that they are easily understandable while being the fastest and most
re-applicable.
OCR Psychology CreateSpace
Easing the transition from GCSE to AS level, this textbook meets the
2004 Edexcel specifications and provides numerous worked examples and
solutions to aid understanding of key concepts.
AS Level Mathematics June 2021 Potential Exam Papers Cambridge
University Press
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the
2015 GCSE Mathematics qualifications. Endorsed for the OCR J560 GCSE
Mathematics Foundation tier specification for first teaching from
2015, this Student Book provides full coverage of the new GCSE
Mathematics qualification. With a strong focus on developing problem-
solving skills, reasoning and fluency, it helps students understand
concepts, apply techniques, solve problems, reason, interpret and
communicate mathematically. Written by experienced teachers, it also
includes a solid breadth and depth of quality questions set in a
variety of contexts. GCSE Mathematics Online - an enhanced digital
resource incorporating progression tracking - is also available, as
well as Problem-solving Books, Homework Books and a free Teacher's

Resource.
A Level Maths for OCR S1 Philip Allan
Fully endorsed by OCR and revised to match the 2005 specification,
this series has been carefully revised by experienced teachers and
provides easy to use texts. Cambridge Advanced Mathematics for OCR
encourages achievement by supporting revision and consolidation
through review exercises and mock exam papers written by experienced
examiners. The books also explore ideas through practical and computer
activities.

OCR Higher Question Bank Cambridge University Press
Fully endorsed by OCR and revised to match the 2005
specification, this series has been carefully revised by
experienced teachers and provides easy to use texts. Cambridge
Advanced Mathematics for OCR encourages achievement by supporting
revision and consolidation through review exercises and mock exam
papers written by experienced examiners. The books also explore
ideas through practical and computer activities.
The Essentials of GCSE OCR Science for Specification A. Cambridge
University Press
GCSE Maths OCR Linear 2011 Practice Papers - Foundation

My Revision Notes: OCR GCSE Specification A Maths Foundation ePub
Cambridge University Press
This book contains 12 exam papers with answers and it is aimed at June
2021 A Level Mathematics examination. These papers are written
according to the new 2017 syllabus. Each section contains 3 exam
papers labeled Pure Mathematics 1, Pure Mathematics 2 & Statistics and
Mechanics which are similar to the actual exam.
AS Level Mathematics June 2019 Potential Papers Gcse Mathematics Ocr Linear
OCR Psychology, Third Edition, is endorsed by OCR for use with the OCR AS
Psychology specification. This book prepares students for all elements of
the OCR Psychology AS exam. It covers both research methods and core
studies, giving the who, what, where, and even the why of each study. It
also looks at some of the work that followed the studies. Key features of
the book include: 'Psychological Investigations': the first chapter of the
book helps students to understand research methods in psychology – useful
support for the Psychological Investigations exam and for understanding the
core studies themselves. Core Studies: each study is described first ‘In a
Nutshell’, followed by a detailed account of the aims, method, results and
conclusions. Guidance is given on how each study can be evaluated and a
wealth of extra materials is provided for each study – questions to assess
understanding, practical activities, multiple choice and exam-style
questions, further reading and video links. Background to each core study
is included in the ‘Starters’ and ‘Afters’ features: information about
related research before and after the study; and biographical details of
the researcher(s). Approaches, perspectives, issues and methods are
considered in a brand-new chapter to cover the themes of the course and
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prepare students for the long-answer questions on the Core Studies exam.
Exam guidance: each chapter ends with short- and long-answer exam-style
questions answered by students with teacher feedback. The book is presented
in colourful and well-structured magazine-style spreads to aid the learning
process. This 3rd edition has been completely revised, and is now
accompanied by a companion website featuring an extensive range of online
resources for both teachers and students, including answers to the questions
posed in the book, glossary flash-cards, and multiple-choice test banks.
AS-Level Maths OCR A Complete Revision and Practice Nelson Thornes
New 2017 Cambridge A Level Maths and Further Maths resources to help
students with learning and revision. Written for the OCR AS/A Level Further
Mathematics specification for first teaching from 2017, this print Student
Book covers the Statistics content for AS and A Level. It balances
accessible exposition with a wealth of worked examples, exercises and
opportunities to test and consolidate learning, providing a clear and
structured pathway for progressing through the course. It is underpinned by
a strong pedagogical approach, with an emphasis on skills development and
the synoptic nature of the course. Includes answers to aid independent
study.

Essential A2 Chemistry for OCR Nelson Thornes
Exam Board: OCR Level: Free Standing Mathematics Qualification
Subject: Additional Mathematics First Teaching: September 2018
First Exam: Summer 2019 Enhance the skills learnt at GCSE and
build the confidence to tackle higher-level Mathematics using
this comprehensive textbook, tailored to the new OCR Additional
Mathematics specification (2018). · Consolidate GCSE Maths skills
and prepare for A-level using hundreds of questions designed to
bridge the gap between Key Stages 4 and 5. · Expand on GCSE
knowledge and confidently tackle new concepts with clear
introductions to every topic and plenty of worked examples
throughout. · Boost performance in Additional Maths and A-level
Maths with expert guidance from subject specialists with
extensive examining experience. · Save time planning lessons
using our free schemes of work that link to the relevant Integral
resources. · Approach your final assessment with confidence, by
completing two full practice papers at the end of the book.
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